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A revolution is spreading in the study of mushroom
bodies, structures within the insect brain that mediate
learning and memory processes and pheromonal
discrimination of the opposite sex. 
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Had the Frenchman F. Dujardin (1801–1860) met the
Time Traveller [1], to be whisked from his current day to
the 1990s, he would have had a great surprise. For he
would have found that mushroom bodies — distinct
regions of the insect brain that he discovered in 1850 [2]
— are mushrooming everywhere! Not only did Dujardin
first identify and distinguish mushroom bodies, or corpora
pedunculata, in the insect brain, but he boldly proclaimed
them — on sight — to be the center of intelligence for
80 % of the world’s living animal species. This triumphant
beginning for mushroom body research waned to modest
progress over the next 13 or so decades. But a small revo-
lution in the study of mushroom bodies began in this
decade, and there is every indication that scientists around
the world have locked themselves in their laboratories
with their insects for the remainder of the century to delve
deeper into these delicacies of the insect brain.
What exactly are mushroom bodies? They are a group of
clustered neurons whose cell bodies reside in the dorsal
and posterior cortex of the insect brain (Fig. 1). Fruitflies
(Drosophila melanogaster) have about 5 000 of these
neurons (2 500 in each brain hemisphere), houseflies
(Musca domestica) about 42 000, crickets (Acheta domesticus)
about 100 000, honeybees (Apis mellifera) about 340 000,
and cockroaches (Periplaneta americana) about 400 000.
Structurally, mushroom bodies are very elegant, with their
dendritic processes projecting ventrally to terminate in a
region called the calyx; the axonal processes projecting
together as a bundle (peduncle) from each group of 2 500
cells in Drosophila to the anterior face of the brain, where
the axons split and continue in two general directions to
terminate in three regions called the a, b and g lobes [3,4].
Neuroanatomists and physiologists discovered that these
cells are connected to many neuronal pathways, and in
particular to those conveying sensory information, so that
the cells are stimulated by sight, smell, touch and taste.
The size of mushroom bodies in fruit flies and honeybees
is variable, depending upon sex, age, environment or the
social status of the individual [4].
Why have so many scientists been seduced recently by
mushroom bodies? One important goal of neuroscientists
is to identify and study the group of neurons in the brain
responsible for learning and the formation and storage of
memories. Compelling evidence now indicates that
Dujardin was correct in his assertion 140 years ago —
mushroom bodies are key players in these important
processes. Because they are connected to many other neu-
ronal pathways, mushroom body cells are thought to inte-
grate various forms of sensory information necessary for
learning [3]. Indeed, mushroom bodies are essential for
olfactory learning in fruit flies, appetitive learning in
honeybees, and place memory in cockroaches. Two
Drosophila mutants, mushroom bodies deranged and mush-
room bodies miniature, have improperly formed mushroom
bodies. Both mutants fail in odor-learning tests, in which
odors are coupled with negative reinforcement [5]. In
addition, selective cooling of the mushroom bodies with
miniaturized probes causes honeybee amnesia [6]; com-
plete destruction of the cells by chemical insult abolishes
learning in fruitflies [7]; and lesioning of the mushroom
bodies in a cockroach impairs the animal’s ability to learn
the location of a hidden target [8]. These studies combine
to validate Dujardin’s assertion.
In the last two decades, several Drosophila mutant lines
have been isolated that are defective in learning and/or
memory, and these mutants have served as raw material in
the hunt for genes and proteins that underly behavior.
Three extensively studied mutant lines have served to
build an important bridge between learning, memory and
mushroom bodies. The three mutants, dunce, rutabaga and
DCO, all have severe defects in learning and memory, and
the responsible genes encode the enzymes cAMP phos-
phodiesterase, adenylyl cyclase and the catalytic subunit
of protein kinase A, respectively. All three of these
enzymes are expressed at relatively high levels in mush-
room body cells [9–11], suggesting that the learning and
memory deficiencies of the mutants are due to the lack of
these enzymes in the mushroom body cells [12].
The advanced genetics of Drosophila has provided a new
and powerful tool for extending our understanding of the
development and physiology of mushroom bodies. Kaiser
and colleagues [13] used a sophisticated genetic technique
— enhancer detection — to survey the Drosophila genome
for control elements that drive the expression of genes in
mushroom bodies. A transposable element carries the
gene for the yeast transcription factor GAL4, which is
expressed only upon insertion near a suitable enhancer. In
particular, GAL4 is expressed in mushroom bodies only
when the transposable element lands near a controlling
element for mushroom-body-specific expression. The
successful events are detected using a second transposable
element that carries a reporter gene whose expression is
dependent upon the presence of GAL4. Kaiser and col-
leagues [13] collected a series of Drosophila lines in which
the GAL4 transposable element landed near different
genes expressed in mushroom bodies; the patterns of
expression of these genes are then mimicked and indicated
by the reporter gene.
One important point gleaned from the study of reporter
expression in these lines is that mushroom body cells are
heterogeneous with respect to gene-expression patterns.
That is, in some GAL4 lines only a subset of mushroom
body cells expressed the reporter gene, suggesting that
the particular gene whose control elements drove expres-
sion in these cases was expressed only in those neurons.
Furthermore, the patterns of expression revealed an
organization of mushroom bodies not previously
detected, with the axons forming the circumference of
the peduncle projecting into the g lobe, and a quartet of
axon bundles forming the core of the peduncle projecting
into the a and b lobes. Although enhancer detection had
been used previously for the detection of genes
expressed in mushroom bodies [10,11], and genetic
heterogeneity among mushroom body cells had been
revealed by other techniques [14,15], Yang et al. [13]
demonstrated in an elegant way the heterogeneity of
mushroom body cells and some subtler aspects of mush-
room body organization. Understanding whether there is a
functional significance to the organization will undoubt-
edly be important.
In a companion paper, Kaiser and colleagues [16] used the
GAL4 lines to drive the expression, in subsets of the
mushroom bodies of male flies, of a special variant of the
gene transformer, a gene in the sex-determination pathway
capable of feminizing cells. The resulting male flies
demonstrated surprising behavior — they courted not only
female flies but also other male animals! Thus, the sexual
identity of mushroom body cells appears to be important
for sex discrimination and/or attractiveness. As male flies
produce a sex pheromone that is aversive to other males, it
is possible that the transformed flies fail to process this
aversive cue, or process it inappropriately through the
mushroom body cells. The experiments, however, suggest
that mushroom body cells also participate in the process-
ing of pheromonal signals for normal sexual behavior.
One frequently asked question is whether vertebrates have
brain regions that are equivalent to mushroom body cells.
This may seem very unlikely, as the brains of vertebrates
and invertebrates have a markedly different organization.
Nevertheless, we are now beginning to realize that the set
of genes that build complex brains may have evolved only
once [17,18]. The Drosophila homeobox genes orthodenticle
and empty spiracles are expressed in the developing proto-
cerebrum and deutocerebrum/tritocerebrum, respectively,
and are involved in the early steps of establishing regional
identity within these neuromeres [17]; the vertebrate
homologs of these genes, OTX1/2 and Emx1/2, are known
to be expressed regionally in the developing forebrain and
midbrain [19]. Given these genetic similarities, there may
indeed be neurons within the vertebrate brain that are
genetically similar to mushroom body cells, and which
express a similar repertoire of genes. 
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Figure 1
(a) A cut-away view of a Drosophila head
showing the location of mushroom bodies within
the head capsule (adapted from [5]). Mushroom
body cells (purple) reside in the dorsal and
posterior portion of the head, and send their
dendrites ventrally, to terminate in the calyx
(pink). The axons project towards the anterior
and slightly ventrally forming a bundle called the
peduncle (green), and split at the anterior face of
the brain to form a dorsally projecting lobe (a
lobe, light blue) and two  medially projecting
lobes (b and g, light blue). (b) A simplified
drawing of a sagittal view of the fly brain,
showing the approximate planes of three
sections: C, at the level of the calyces; P, at the
level of the peduncle; and L, at the level of the
lobes. Color coding of the mushroom bodies is
the same as in (a). (c) Mushroom bodies (blue)
at the three levels of sectioning shown in (b),
detected in a transgenic fly carrying the E. coli
lacZ gene expressed in mushroom bodies (Y.
Qiu and R.L. Davis, unpublished observations).
The transgenic line (Tr60) carries the lacZ
reporter gene downstream of a 2.2 kb fragment
isolated from the dunce locus, which contains a
mushroom body enhancer.
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Mushroom bodies receive primary inputs from the antennal
lobes, the equivalent of the vertebrate olfactory bulb. The
lobes and bulb receive projections directly from olfactory
receptor neurons, located on the antennae and within the
olfactory epithelium of the nasal cavity, respectively. This
places mushroom body neurons third in order in the pro-
cessing of olfactory information. What is the corresponding
hierarchy of neurons in vertebrates? Olfactory bulb neurons
project to the primary olfactory cortex, or piriform cortex,
which in a strict sense would be the hierarchical equivalent
of mushroom body cells. The piriform cortex, however, is
closely associated with the hippocampus, a structure known
to be involved in vertebrate learning. 
With respect to gene expression, the vertebrate counter-
parts of two of the genes known to be expressed preferen-
tially in mushroom body cells — adenylyl cyclase and the
catalytic subunit of protein kinase A — are expressed at
relatively high levels in the piriform cortex and the
hippocampus [20,21]. And, intriguingly, a ‘knock-out’
mouse lacking adenylyl cyclase shows deficits in learning
performance [22]. On the basis of cell-type specific
markers, mushroom body cells may, therefore, be differ-
entiated similarly to neurons of the piriform cortex and
hippocampus — areas known to be involved in learning
and memory processes.
There are many important questions regarding mushroom
body structure and function that are yet to be answered,
and that ensure that the mushroom body revolution will
spread. First, given that several genes important for condi-
tioned behavior are preferentially expressed in mushroom
bodies, are other genes expressed in this way important as
well? Second, like other animals, fruitflies are capable of a
long-term memory that is dependent upon new protein
synthesis and the cAMP-response element binding protein
(CREB) [23], a transcription factor that mediates gene
expression changes in response to elevations in cAMP. It
seems inevitable that mushroom bodies will prove to be
the sites of altered gene expression required for long-term
memory formation; this raises the question of the nature
and identity of the modulated genes. Third, what physio-
logical changes occur within mushroom bodies as the
animals are presented information during training? This is
a hard question to address, but physiologists are turning
their attention to mushroom bodies and have already
uncovered intriguing physiological properties, such as
oscillatory potentials [24]. Finally, how do mushroom
bodies serve reproductive behaviors, and what is the signif-
icance of the sexually dimorphic structure of mushroom
bodies?
The pursuit of answers to these questions is certain to
entertain and occupy molecular biologists, behavioral
biologists, anatomists and physiologists for many years to
come. But, in perspective, mushroom bodies have not yet
achieved the popularity of several favorite neuroanatomi-
cal structures in the vertebrate brain. For this reason,
these truffles of the insect brain cannot yet command their
own specialized journal, like Hippocampus or Cortex. But,
would the existence of such a journal come as a surprise
should the Time Traveller whiz by and hurtle the authors
a decade or two into in the future? Absolutely not.
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